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Abstract

Balancer chromosomes are important tools for a variety of genetic manipulations in lower model organisms, owing to their ability to suppress recombination. In mouse, however, such effort has not been accomplished, mostly due to the size of the chromosomes and the complexity of multiple step chromosomal engineering. We developed an effective and versatile cassette-shuttling selection (CASS) strategy involving only two selection markers to achieve the sequential production of multiple large inversions along the chromosome. Using this strategy, we successfully generated the first full-length balancer in mice and showed that Balancer $17\text{M-GFP}$ can efficiently suppress recombination. Our study has not only generated a useful genetic resource, but also provided a strategy for constructing mammalian balancer chromosomes.
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Introduction

A *Drosophila* chromosome carrying an inversion was first used by Muller in 1920s as a balancer for genetic manipulation [1]. An efficient balancer, however, carries multiple inversions along its chromosome (full-length balancer), which suppresses recombination between homologous chromosomes. Balancers with multiple inversions had been constructed for each major *Drosophila* chromosome in 1950s [2]. They have since been continuously used for a variety of manipulations including genetic screens, stock maintenance, phenotypic and epistasis analysis, and constructing strains with specific genetic backgrounds.

In mouse, balancers for chromosome 4 and 11, which each carries a single regional inversion, have been generated using Cre-*loxP* recombination and successfully employed in genetic screens [3-7]. However, mouse chromosomes are much longer than *Drosophila* ones. It is not clear how many inversions are needed to sufficiently suppress recombination. Furthermore, a new approach is needed to efficiently accomplish the genetic manipulations and selection for multiple large inversions. For these reasons, a full-length balancer has not been constructed for any mouse chromosome. Here we present an effective and versatile cassette-shuttling selection (CASS) strategy using two drug selection markers to achieve the sequential integration of knock-in constructs and production of multiple large inversions along the chromosome. To demonstrate the feasibility of the approach, we constructed a full-length balancer for mouse chromosome 17 by introducing three continuous large inversions. We showed that this GFP-marked full-length balancer, $17\text{M-GFP}$, can efficiently suppress recombination.

Mouse chromosome 17 is gene rich, which
contains 3% of the sequence and yet nearly 5% of the known genes. Furthermore, it possesses large syntenies homologous to human sequences including the major histocompatibility complex. Thus, it is an attractive target for large-scale mutagenesis screens [8, 9].

Results and Discussion

Though the longest recombination ever generated by Cre-λoxP system in mouse cell line is 60 cM [10], the chromosomal inversion known to suppress meiotic recombination in mice spans 30 cM [5]. To generate balancers for all mouse chromosomes including those that are over 100 cM, we designed an approach to generate three inversions per chromosome. For chromosome 17, we divided it into three major regions, Distal (28.8 cM or 32 Mb), Internal (16.5 cM or 32 Mb) and Proximal (12.0 cM or 24 Mb), for generating inversions (Fig. 1A). The full-length balancer with triple inversions was expected to efficiently suppress recombination.

To produce a single inversion, two λoxP sites have to be engineered into the chromosome. Targeting two λoxP sites and subsequently selecting inversion normally require three different drug selection markers [3]. For generating multiple inversions on the same chromosome, it would become unrealistic as too many different drug selection markers are required. To solve this problem, we developed the cassette-shuttling selection (CASS) strategy, which requires only two drug selection markers. Specifically, either the promoter or the coding region of the neomycin (Neo) or puromycin (Puro) drug resistant gene is flanked by two λoxP sites to form four shuttling cassettes (Fig. S2, Fig. 1B-D; >PGK>Neo; PGK>Puro>VMC; PGK>Puro>; oruP>PGK>Neo). Upon Cre expression, recombination between λoxP sites could inactivate a drug selection marker in a knock-in shuttling cassette. Subsequently, recombination induced chromosome inversion could reactivate a drug selection marker in a knock-in shuttling cassette. The strategy is designed such that the process could be repeated for generating the next inversion. Thus, this CASS strategy could accomplish targeting constructs at multiple sites and subsequently generating multiple inversions on the same chromosome with only two drug selection markers.

Using the CASS strategy, we first generated the distal inversion for chromosome 17. Drosophila balancers often carry lethal mutations, which

Figure 1. The cassette-shuttling selection (CASS) strategy and flowchart for engineering the full-length mouse chromosome 17 balancer, 17M-GFP. A: Genetic and physical map of three inversions and four selected breakpoints on wild-type chromosome 17. B: The CASS strategy-based multi-step process used for engineering the distal inversion. Each step rendered ES cells a different drug resistance, Neo<sup>+</sup> (G418 resistance) or Puro<sup>+</sup> (puromycin resistance), as labeled on the left. C: Workflow used for generating full-length balancer. Green mouse indicates GFP visible marker. The λoxP sites (red triangles); Cytomegalovirus immediate-early enhancer and promoter (CMV); Phosphoglycerate kinase 1 promoter (PGK); The coding region of neomycin resistance gene (Neo); The coding region of puromycin resistance gene (Puro); The reversed order of letters in abbreviations indicate the inverted orientation of the corresponding gene or regulatory element. Empty boxes indicate inactive elements while solid ones indicate active components in the shuttling cassettes.
permits self-sustainable stock keeping since individuals homozygous for a balancer will be eliminated. However, mouse breeding is expansive. Mouse litter is small in size, and individuals carrying fluorescence or hair markers can be visually identified in the process of changing cages. Mice homozygous for a balancer are useful resource, which can be used for other breeding purposes. Thus, in choosing targeting sites or inversion breaking points, we preferred intergenic regions to avoid potential lethality. On the other hand, we did adopt the dominant marker strategy using a GFP transgene for visually tracking the balancer. Specifically, at site I (93.41 Mb) on chromosome 17, the >PGK>Neo shuttling cassette and a constitutive GFP expression transgene were knocked in 129S1/SvImJ embryonic stem cells (ES cells) with G418/Neo resistance (Neo+) selection (Fig. 1B & Fig. S1). After successful knock-in, a Cre plasmid was then electroporated into the targeted ES cells to excise the PGK promoter, thus inactivating the resistant gene (Neo). Subsequently, at site II (61.58 Mb), the PGK>Puro>VMC shuttling cassette was knocked in with Puro resistance selection (Puro+) (Fig. 1B & Fig. S1). The loxP sequences on site I and II were designed to be oriented at opposite directions so that inversion could be induced. Upon Cre expression, the long range inversion between loxP sequences at site I and II can be selected with reactivation of the PGK-Neo gene (Neo+, Puro; Fig. 1B). The Puro shuttling cassette at site II was also inactivated during the process. Together with the inverted CMV promoter at site II, they laid down the ground for future selection of internal inversion (see below). 16 of the 24 Neo+ clones were confirmed as positive for the inversion by PCR. We also performed fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) on metaphase chromosomes of two positive clones to confirm the inversion and correct karyotype (Fig. 2A).

A mouse line carrying the distal inversion on chromosome 17 was established in 129S1/SvImJ background by a standard ES cell injection procedure (17DI-GFP). Both heterozygous and homozygous 17DI-GFP mice are viable and fertile. To determine whether the distal inversion chromosome suppresses crossovers, the 17DI-GFP mice were crossed to C57BL/6 wild-type animals and the F1 heterozygotes were further back crossed to C57BL/6 animals (Fig. S4). Recombination in the inversion region could be detected by the disassociation of the PCR products from the inversion sites in the F2 progenies (Fig. 3A). As the distal region is the longest among the three inversions, we also used a SNP marker to detect possible double crossover events within the region (Fig. 3A). Among 146 F2 progenies, no evidence of recombination in the distal inverted region was detected (Fig. 3A).

Using a similar strategy, we generated the proximal inversion (Fig. S2). The ourP>PGK>Neo shuttling cassette was knocked in on site IV (5.77 Mb) with Neo selection (Neo+) (Fig. S1 and S2). The Neo resistant gene was then inactivated (Neo) by deleting the PGK promoter (Fig. S2). Subsequently,
the PGK>Puro> shuttling cassette was knocked in on site III (29.72 Mb) with puromycin selection (Puro+) (Fig. S1 and S2). Again, the loxP sequences of two sites are at opposite directions, which allowed the induction of the proximal inversion with Neo selection (reconstitution of the PGK>Neo cassette, Neo+) (Fig. S2). PCR results indicated that 40 of the 45 Neo+ clones carried the inversions. FISH performed on the two positive clones also confirmed the inversion and correct karyotype (Fig. 2B). During the process of generating the inversion, the Puro shuttling cassette at site III was also inactivated while the Puro coding cassette at site VI was relocated to site III. This laid the ground for future selection of the internal inversion. A mouse line carrying the proximal inversion on chromosome 17 was established in 129S1/SvImJ background (17PI). The 17PI mice were bred to FVB/NJ wild-type animals for detecting possible crossovers between chromosomes (Fig. S4). No crossover event was detected in 150 F2 progenies for the proximal inversion (Fig. 3B).

To bring the distal and proximal inversions onto the same chromosome, the 17DI-GFP and 17PI mice were bred together and the double heterozygotes were then mated to wild-type 129S1/SvImJ animals (Fig. 1C). The GFP-positive ES cell lines were established from the F2 blastocysts and two ES cell lines carrying the recombinant chromosome with both inversions were identified by PCR and confirmed by FISH. Finally, the internal inversion was generated in these cells by inducing recombination between site II and III and selected by the reactivated Puro resistant gene (Neo+, Puro+, Fig. 1C). These cells were simultaneously selected for G418 resistance. Although there are loxP sequences at all four sites and recombination could occur at any two of them, the Neo+ and Puro+ double selection ensures that the survived cells have the correct triple inversions (17M-GFP, Fig. S3). Though another unintended double inversion outcome may obtain the same drug resistance (Fig. S3), it would demand a 57.3 cM recombination induced on loxP loci, which would be of low frequency [10]. We did not detect such event in our experiment by P6 and P7 (Fig. 3C and Table S1). The new internal inversion was confirmed by FISH (Fig. 2C). The triple inversions on chromosome 17 were also verified by PCR on all four inversion points (Fig. 1C and Fig. 3). A mouse line carrying the 17M-GFP chromosome was established in 129S1/SvImJ background. Both 17M-GFP heterozygous and homozygous animals are viable and fertile. Organisms carrying the 17M-GFP chromosome can be easily detected from early embryonic stage to adult following the GFP signal (Fig. 2D-G & 2E’-2G’). For the 17M-GFP chromosome, no crossover event was detected in any of the three inversion regions in 187 F2 progenies, indicating that recombination between homologous chromosome 17 has been effectively suppressed (Fig. 3C; Fig. S4).

By constructing 17M-GFP and generating mice carrying this balancer, we have shown that the CASS strategy is an effective and versatile approach for constructing multiple inversions on chromosomes. Furthermore, mice carrying multiple inversions along a major chromosome have no obvious detrimental defect. Finally, three long inversions can effectively suppress crossovers for a large chromosome. Together, our study has not only produced the first full-length mouse chromosome balancer, 17M-GFP, which is a useful resource for a variety of genetic manipulations, but also

![Figure 3. Suppression of recombination by inversions on chromosome 17.](http://www.ijbs.com)
provided a strategy for constructing full-length balancers for all mouse chromosomes.

Materials and Methods

Construction of the CASS shuttling cassettes and knock-in constructs

>PGK>Neo: a PGK-Neo expression cassette was first cloned from pMSCVneo into pBSKS III backbone; two synthesized loxP sequences were then inserted in the 5' and 3' region of the PGK promoter separately with a same direction.

PGK>Puro: two synthesized loxP sequences were inserted separately into 5' and 3' of the coding region of a PGK-puro expression cassette cloned from pMSCVpuro into pBSKS III backbone.

The genomic sequences used for targeting were isolated from the BAC library of mouse genome (purchased from Invitrogen, Catalog No. 96051) and the phage clones from Yuan Zhuang's lab. DNA probes used in screen was PCR products containing following regions on mouse chromosome 17 (Site I to Site IV): 93,409,211-93,412,711; 61,583,933-61,587,832; 29,719,881-29,721,481; 5,768,771-5,770,771. All nucleotide co-ordinates for the mouse are those corresponding to NCBI m37.

>PGK>Neo containing knock-in construct for Site I: a BamHI and PstI fragment was cloned from BAC clone, from which an 11kb long arm and a 1.5kb short arm were isolated separately. An additional beta-actin driven GFP cassette was inserted into >PGK>Neo before both arms were assembled onto the targeting vector. A PGK driven Diphtheria Toxin alpha chain (PGK-DTA) was added as negative selection marker.

PGK>Puro>VMC containing knock-in construct for Site II: a 2.4kb and a 14 kb BglII fragments were cloned from BAC as the short arm and the long arm. The orientation of short arm and long arm in this vector was arranged in an Ends-in targeting fashion. A CMV promoter was cloned into PGK>Puro as XhoI/EcoRI fragment before PGK>Puro was inserted between two arms.

PGK>Puro> containing knock-in construct for Site III: a 2.4kb and a 10 kb EcoRI/XhoI fragments were cloned from BAC as the short arm and the long arm. An intact PGK>Puro was then inserted between two arms.

oruP>PGK>Neo containing knock-in construct for Site IV: an EcoRV and NotI fragment was cloned from positive phage clone, from which a 12kb long arm and a 1.6kb short arm were separated and used in targeting vector. A Hind III and XmnI fragment, containing puromycin resistant gene and 3'LTR region was cloned from pMSCVpuro and inserted outside of the >PGK>Neo in the reverse orientation of neomycin resistance cassette. The whole cassette was then inserted between two arms. PGK-DTA was used as negative selection marker.

Culture, derivation, and electroporation of ES cell

The conditions for culture and electroporation of W4/129S6 mouse ES cells were described in the manufacturer-recommended protocols (Taconic). Briefly, ES cells were cultured and passaged on mitomycin-C treated mouse embryonic stem cells as a feeder layer. The growth media contains 1000U/mL Leukemia Inhibitory Factor to maintain ES cells' growth. The de novo isolation of ES cells was performed according to the established protocols[11]. Briefly, 3.5dpc blastocysts were harvested and plated on feeder. The clump derived from inner cell mass was disaggregated with trypsin and plated into new wells. The ES cell like cells emerged from these wells were colonized and examined with PCR. The ES cell lines positive for desired inversions and Y chromosome were expanded for further experiments.

Thirty micrograms of linearized knock-in constructs, or fifteen micrograms PGK-Cre expression plasmids were used for electroporation of 10 million cells. Immediately after electroporation, cells were seeded onto three 10 cm plates containing feeder cells. When necessary, drug selection was initiated 48 hrs after electroporation with medium containing 200 g/ml G418 or 1-1.5 μg/ml puromycin. Drug selection continued for two weeks. Diphtheria toxin expressed from the PGK-DTA cassette should be expressed only in cells with random integration of the targeting vector, providing a negative selection. Positive ES clones were karyotyped and prepared for blastocysts injection according to standard procedures.

Animals

Adult wild-type male and female mice were group housed up to five in a cage and kept on a reverse 12-h light/dark cycle with ad libitum food and water. All mouse inversion strains in this study were generated in our laboratory and maintained on a 129S1/SvImJ background. All animal-related procedures were reviewed and approved by the Institute of Developmental Biology and Molecular Medicine Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Recombination analysis

The genetic distances on the wild-type chromosome were derived from chromosomal positions (in cM) in the Chromosome Committee Reports (http://www.informatics.jax.org). Site I was
mapped to marker Gm9665 (60.69 cM). Site II was mapped between D17Dcr18 (31.94 cM) and D17Dcr29 (31.97 cM). Site III was mapped between Gm20161 (15.46 cM) and Ccdc167 (15.48 cM). Site IV was mapped to marker 330005D01Rik (3.47 cM). The expected recombination ratios were inferred from the genetic distance between sites.

To determine the actual recombination frequencies, we examine possible recombinants in F2 test cross (see also Fig. S4). For example, 17DI-GFP carriers were crossed to wild-type C57BL/6 animals and the F1 heterozygotes were further back crossed to C57BL/6 strains. In the F2 offspring, any possible double crossovers. Primers used to detect crossovers were listed in Supplementary Table S1.

For each inversion, two BAC clones that mapped within inversion interval were selected. BAC DNA was probed with either biotin or digoxin by nick translation (Roche). For the proximal inversion, BACs RP24-264D8 (9.0Mb-9.2Mb) and RP24-319F22 (25.8Mb-26.0Mb) were used, while for the distal inversion BACs RP24-247F10 (65.9Mb-66.1Mb) and RP24-374P20 (87.6Mb-87.8Mb) were used. And BACs RP24-157E7 (37.8Mb-37.9Mb2) and RP24-401F21 (57.0Mb-57.1Mb) were used for internal inversion.

Spreads of metaphase chromosomes were prepared from ES cells and FISH was performed as described [8]. Briefly, slides were first digested with pepsin, fixed and dehydrated in ethanol. After applying two probes, slides were sealed and denatured in 85 °C and hybridized in 37 °C overnight. The slides were then washed and incubated with Avidin-FITC and Digoxin-Rhodamine (Roche). DAPI was used as counterstain. Photographs were taken with a Leica DMRXA2 camera and images prepared with Leica FW4000 and Adobe Photoshop. The strong DAPI signal on each chromosome indicated the location of centromeres region. The arrangement of the red and green signals relative to the centromere was used to distinguish the chromosome carrying inversion.

**FISH**

For each inversion, two BAC clones that mapped within inversion interval were selected. BAC DNA was probed with either biotin or digoxin by nick translation (Roche). For the proximal inversion, BACs RP24-264D8 (9.0Mb-9.2Mb) and RP24-319F22 (25.8Mb-26.0Mb) were used, while for the distal inversion BACs RP24-247F10 (65.9Mb-66.1Mb) and RP24-374P20 (87.6Mb-87.8Mb) were used. And BACs RP24-157E7 (37.8Mb-37.9Mb) and RP24-401F21 (57.0Mb-57.1Mb) were used for internal inversion.

Spreads of metaphase chromosomes were prepared from ES cells and FISH was performed as described [8]. Briefly, slides were first digested with pepsin, fixed and dehydrated in ethanol. After applying two probes, slides were sealed and denatured in 85 °C and hybridized in 37 °C overnight. The slides were then washed and incubated with Avidin-FITC and Digoxin-Rhodamine (Roche). DAPI was used as counterstain. Photographs were taken with a Leica DMRXA2 camera and images prepared with Leica FW4000 and Adobe Photoshop. The strong DAPI signal on each chromosome indicated the location of centromeres region. The arrangement of the red and green signals relative to the centromere was used to distinguish the chromosome carrying inversion.
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Supplementary table and figures.
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